We study the evolution of a single-electron packet of Lorentzian shape along an edge of the integer quantum Hall regime or in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, considering a capacitive Coulomb interaction and using a bosonization approach. When the packet propagates along a chiral quantum Hall edge, we find that its electron density profile becomes more distorted from Lorentzian due to the generation of electron-hole excitations, as the interaction strength increases yet stays in a weak interaction regime. However, as the interaction strength becomes larger and enters a strong interaction regime, the distortion becomes weaker and eventually the Lorentzian packet shape is recovered. The recovery of the packet shape leads to an interesting feature of the interference visibility of the symmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer whose two arms have the same interaction strength. As the interaction strength increases, the visibility decreases from the maximum value in the weak interaction regime, and then increases to the maximum value in the strong interaction regime. We argue that this counterintuitive result also occurs under other types of interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The effects of electron-electron interactions on electron interference have been recently investigated in a systematic way in experiments, by using the electronic MachZehnder interferometer 1 realized by one-dimensional chiral edge states in the quantum Hall regime. The interactions can cause dephasing, because electrons sense "which-path" information of other electrons through the interactions. Experiments on the interferometer have revealed nontrivial interaction-induced dephasing effects such as the so-called lobe structure [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] of the interference visibility under nonequilibrium. Different aspects of the dephasing effects have been theoretically studied in various ways of a bosonization approach, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] a shot-noise argument, 11, 16 an inter-edge interaction model , 10, 11 and an exactly solvable model.
13,14
Whereas most previous studies dealt with the dephasing effects in the case that electrons are continuously injected, by dc bias voltage, into the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, here we examine a simpler problem where a single isolated electron wave packet is injected to the interferometer. This situation may allow to directly investigate the dephasing of a single electron due to its interaction with the underlying Fermi sea. 17, 18 This situation can be experimentally realized by combining the interferometer with a single electron source [19] [20] [21] where an electron is pumped by a time dependent potential.
In this work, we study the interaction-induced dephasing of a single electron packet moving along a chiral quantum Hall edge or through a Mach-Zehnder interferometer at filling factor ν = 1. We consider a packet of Lorentzian shape and a capacitive Coulomb interaction of charging energy type. We treat the interaction, by using a bosonization method 22 and the exactly solvable model of Kovrizhin and Chalker 13, 14 that allows us to study the interferometer with the beam splitters of arbitrary transmission probability (see quantum point contacts, QPCs, in Fig. 1 ). When the packet propagates along the chiral edge, we find that its electron density profile becomes more distorted from Lorentzian due to the generation of electron-hole excitations, as the interaction strength increases yet stays in a weak interaction regime. However, as the strength becomes larger and enters a strong interaction regime, the distortion becomes weaker and eventually the packet shape becomes Lorentzian. The recovery of the packet shape leads to an interesting feature of the interference visibility of the symmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer whose two arms have the same interaction strength. As the interaction strength increases, the visibility decreases from the maximum value in the weak interaction regime, and then increases to the maximum value in the strong interaction regime. This behavior of the revival of coherence is an example 23 counterintuitive to the common expectation that stronger interactions may cause more dephasing. We argue that this behavior is not specific to the capacitive interaction but can also appear under other type of interactions. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the setup and the bosonization technique. In Sec. III, we provide the analytical expression of the time evolution of the electron phase operator. In Sec. IV, we address the dynamics of a Lorentzian packet along a quantum Hall edge. In Sec. V, we investigate the dephasing in the interferometer. In Sec. VI, we argue that our finding can appear in a wide class of interaction models.
II. SETUP AND BOSONIZATION
The interferometer setup 1 is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of two sources (regions 1 and 2), two chiral interferometer arms (regions 3 and 4), and two drains (regions 5 and 6). Each arm is realized by a chiral quantum Hall edge channel at filling factor ν = 1, and the beam splitters by quantum point contacts (QPCs A and B). We focus on the symmetric interferometer whose two arms have the same length d and the same interaction strength. The electron field operator at coordinate x in each region i (= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) is denoted by ψ i (x). For computational simplicity, we consider the situation that the total length L of the system is finite but much longer than d, and assign coordinate as x ∈ (−L/2, −d/2) in regions 1 and 2, x ∈ (−d/2, d/2) in 3 and 4, and x ∈ (d/2, L/2) in 5 and 6. The QPCs A and B are located at x = −d/2 and d/2, respectively. The scattering of the electron field operators occurs at the QPCs as
, where S j = r j it j it j r j is the scattering matrix at QPC j (= A, B), S j S † j = S † j S j = I, and r j (t j ) is the reflection (transmission) coefficient of QPC j; we choose, for simplicity, t j and r j as real. The effect of the magnetic flux Φ (= Φ 3 − Φ 4 ) enclosed by the two arms (regions 3 and 4) is described by
Below, we describe the bosonization approach for the low energy regime of the system. The total Hamiltonian is decomposed into the kinetic and interaction parts, H tot =Ĥ kin +Ĥ int . The kinetic part has the linear form of ( v F /i)
where v F is the Fermi velocity, : · · · : stands for the normal ordering, and we introduced operatorsψ u andψ d ,
ψ u andψ d are defined over the entire range of −L/2 < x < L/2, and continuous at x = ±d/2. They capture the effects of the QPC's. On the other hand, the electronelectron interactions in the two interferometer arms are described, as in previous studies 7, 9, [13] [14] [15] [16] , by a capacitive interaction of the charging energy type,
where g is the dimensionless interaction strength and
is the electron density operator in channel l. We ignore the interactions in the sources and drains (regions 1, 2, 5, 6).
From the form ofĤ tot , one notices thatψ u andψ d are completely decoupled from each other, acting as the "eigenchannels" ofĤ tot . This simplifies the analysis ofĤ tot . We impose the periodic boundary conditionsψ l=u,d (−L/2) =ψ l (L/2) onto each channel, and define the electron annihilation operatorsĉ l,k and the electron density operatorsρ l (k) of channel l in the momentum space byψ
, where k = 2πn/L and n ∈ Z.ρ l satisfies the commutation rules
is the zero-mode operator counting the number of electrons in channel l andφ l (x) is the bosonic operator describing the plasmon excitations of channel l,
where a is an infinitesimal positive real constant introduced to regularize divergent sums. The bosonic operatorφ l (x) is related to the electronic fieldψ l ,
whereF l is the Klein operator that reduces the eigenvalue ofN l by 1. From Eq. (4), one can interpretφ l (x) as the electron phase operator. ThenĤ kin is bosonized
therefore, the total HamiltonianĤ tot is expressed in terms of the bosonic operatorsρ l (x) andN l .
III. TIME EVOLUTION OF THE PHASE OPERATOR
In this section, we analytically study the time evolution of the bosonic phase operatorφ l (x). We note that the introduction of the "eigenchannels"ψ u andψ d in Eq. (1) allows the analytic study; a similar problem has been studied by Kovrizhin and Chalker.
13,14
The time dependence ofφ l (x) is written aŝ
Here x = 0 denotes the center of arm and t = 0 stands for an initial time. After some algebra, one finds that φ l (x, t) satisfies the equation of motion,
In the non-interacting case g = 0,φ l (x, t) satisfies the zeroth-order solution ofφ
We note that the time dependence of the zero-modeN l is neglected because of L → ∞.
In the presence of the interaction with nonzero g,
l (x, t) = 0 for all n. In the case of
's can be recursively obtained from Eq. (8) .
To obtain the first-order solution ofφ
One can easily verify that the zeroth-order contribution ofρ
The evaluation of the first-order contribution ofρ (1) l (q, t) is rather tedious and given in Appendix A. One obtainsφ
For the case of x > d/2 (regions 5 and 6) and t > to x), we find that the kernel K(q; x, t) reduces to the form of K(q), which is independent of x and t,
and that δφ l (x, t) reduces to δφ l (x − v F t, 0). K(q) shows the transition amplitude of an electron with momentum difference q by e-e interaction. Thus, this analytic expression is very useful for understanding single electron dynamics even in a strong interaction regime as below. We note that analytic K(q) agrees with the kernel obtained in Refs. 13 and 14.
IV. PROPAGATION OF A LORENTZIAN PACKET ALONG A CHIRAL CHANNEL
We first investigate the propagation of a single electron wave packet along a chiral channel at ν = 1. We consider the situation in Fig. 2 that the capacitive Coulomb interaction is present only within a region of length d. The Hamiltonian of the channel iŝ
. This describes the MachZehnder interferometer with r A = r B = 0. We will examine in this section how the wave packet is distorted as it passes through the interaction region. The insights obtained in this section will be useful for understanding the the interaction effect on the interference visibility of the single wave packet in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, which is the subject of the next section.
We confine ourselves to one particular type of a wave packet, a Lorentzian packet. Its shape facilitates the analytic calculation considerably. The Lorentzian packet also has practical merits as it can be created by a Lorentzian voltage pulse with minimal noise.
19 A Lorentzian packet created on top of the filled Fermi sea |F is expressed as
where f ξ (x; X) = ξ π i x−X+iξ . The electron density Ψ ξ (X)|ρ(x)|Ψ ξ (X) generated by the packet has the Lorentzian profile of ξ π 1 (x−X) 2 +ξ 2 with packet center x = X and width ξ. In the momentum space, it is written as
Note that the summation over k runs only over positive k (above the Fermi sea). We study the time evolution of the packet whose center is initially located at X −d/2 − ξ in the left side of the interaction region. As time goes on, it moves to the right. We calculate the expectation value of the density operator at position Y d/2 in the right side of the interaction region, ρ ch (Y, t) = Ψ ξ (X)|ρ(Y, t)|Ψ ξ (X) . The time dependence of the density operator is decomposed asρ ch (x, t) =ρ(x − v F t, 0) + δρ(x, t). The first term ofρ(x − v F t, 0) is the trivial density of the noninteracting case that preserves the original Lorentzian shape, while the second term of δρ(x, t) = 1 2π ∂ x δφ(x, t) describes the distortion due to the interaction. From Eq. (9), we obtain the distortion part
By using the analytic expression of K(q) in Eq. (10), the electron density profile ρ ch (Y, t) is easily evaluated. Note that dY ρ ch (Y, t) = 1 because of charge conservation. The result is shown in Fig. 3(a) as a function of g. As g grows, the electron density profile more deviates from the Lorentzian profile, because of the creation of particle-hole pair excitations due to the interaction. Interestingly, in the strong interaction limit of g → ∞, the packet recovers its original Lorentzian profile but with the center shifted by the extra distance of d. Mathematically, this feature arises since
. Physically, this feature may be understood as follows. In the g → ∞ limit, the strong interaction suppresses the charge fluctuations in the region of −d/2 < x < d/2. Then as soon as charges are injected to the interaction region from the left at x = −d/2, the exactly same amount of charges are ejected from the interaction region to the right at x = d/2, because of the chiral property. Otherwise the total charge in the interaction region should be modified, which is energetically very costly. The balance between the injected charge amount and the ejected charge amount should be maintained at each time instance. This explains the shift of the Lorentzian packet by distance d without distortion. We expect that this feature will also occur under other types of electron interactions in the strong interaction limit where charge fluctuations are suppressed in the interaction region. 
V. LORENTZIAN PACKET IN A MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER
In this section, we study the interference of a single Lorentzian packet in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer at ν = 1. The Lorentzian packet |Ψ 1,ξ (X) = dxf ξ (x; X)ψ † 1 (x)|F is incoming from region 1, and detected in region 5; see Fig. 1(a) .
The current density operatorÎ 5 = ev Fρ5 of region 5 (x > d/2) satisfies ∂ xÎ5 (x, t) = −[eρ 5 (x, t),Ĥ tot ]/(i ), whereρ 5 ≡:ψ † 5 (x, t)ψ 5 (x, t) :.Î 5 is expressed in terms ofψ u andψ d using Eq. (1), and decomposed intoÎ 5 (x, t) =Î 5,n (x, t) +Î 5,o (x, t). HereÎ 5,n (x, t) = ev F : r
: is the direct term independent of the magnetic flux Φ, whilê
−iΦ ] is the interference term. Accordingly, the current density I 5 (Y, t) = Ψ 1,ξ (X)|Î 5 (Y, t)|Ψ 1,ξ (X) in region 5 is decomposed into I 5,n (Y, t) and I 5,o (Y, t). We find the direct part of I 5 as
where ρ ch (Y, t) is the electron density profile in the chiral channel discussed in Sec. IV. The interference part is
where 
Using Eq. (10), one computes ρ o (Y, t).
The result of ρ o (Y, t) is shown in Fig. 3(b) for various values of g. In the non-interacting case of g = 0, ρ o (y, t) has the Lorenzian shape. As g increases, ρ o (Y, t) deviates from the Lorentzian profile due to particle-hole excitations by the interaction. ρ o (Y, t) becomes to recover its original Lorentzian shape but with the center shifted by d, as g further increases (beyond about 4π) and enters into the strong-interaction limit of g → ∞. This feature has the same origin with the corresponding effect in the single chiral channel discussed in the last section.
We investigate the implication of the above interesting feature on the interference visibility. We compute the total charge transmission Q 5 (Φ) to drain 1 (region 5). Q 5 (Φ) is decomposed into the flux-independent part Q 5,n = dtI 5,n (Y, t) and the flux-dependent part V depends on r A , t A , r B , t B through the combination of
, thus the normalized visibilityṼ ≡ V/[
] is plotted instead. In the non-interacting limit of g → 0,Ṽ becomes 1. As g grows,Ṽ decreases, implying the dephasing induced by the interaction. However, as g further increases beyond ∼ 4π,Ṽ becomes larger and revives, approaching to the maximum value of 1 in the strong interaction limit of g → ∞. Namely, the interference visibility is not a monotonically decaying function of the interaction strength, which is in contrast to the conventional expectation that stronger interactions cause more severe dephasing. The revival of the electron coherence in the strong interaction limit is the consequence of the restored density profile of ρ o (Y, t) along the chiral channel; see Fig. 3(b) and Sec. IV.
Note that Fig. 4 also shows thatṼ increases as the packet width ξ increases. This is natural, because larger ξ implies smaller excitation energy.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The origin of the revival of the visibility in the strong interaction regime can be understood from the suppression of particle-hole creation in the interaction regions. This implies that the revival can also occur in the strong interaction regime of the other types of Coulomb interactions. We find numerically that the visibility revival indeed occurs in the cases of the regularized
We discuss the revival of the visibility in another way, based on the form of the kernel K(q) in Eq. (9) . For general types of electron interaction, the kernel has the form 13,14 of −iqK(q) = 2π(e −iδq − 1)/L. δ q is the phase that the bosonic fieldφ(q) acquires in the middle region of length d and interaction strength g. In general, δ q is nonlinear in q. In this case, there occurs dephasing, i.e., visibility reduction, because of the phase randomization in interaction-induced scattering processes between momentum states. On the other hand, there is no dephasing (i.e., no phase randomization) in the case that δ q is linear in q. For example, in the case of the shortrange interaction of V (x, x ) ∝ δ(x − x ), one finds δ q ∝ q and no dephasing; in the case of the short-range interaction, the only effect of the interaction is the shift of the propagation velocity. In the cases of the capacitive interaction, the regularized Coulomb interaction V r1 , and the exponentially screened interaction V r2 , δ q becomes proportional to q in the strong interaction limit (see the inset of Fig. 4 ), resulting in no dephasing in the limit. This discussion of the linear dispersion of δ q is consistent with the suppression of particle-hole creation in the interaction region of the chiral channel; see Sec. IV. We comment on the case of an asymmetric MachZehnder interferometer, for example, where the interaction exists only in one (saying region 3) of the two arms but the two arms have the same length of d. In the strong interaction limit of this case, the packet that propagated through either region 3 or 4 remains in the Lorentzian form in region 5. However, the center of the packet that propagated through region 3 is located at advanced position by d, compared with that of the packet through region 4. The shift of the packet center by d is due to the strong interaction in region 3. Hence, the visibility V cannot reach the maximum value of 1, and it will be suppressed. For larger ξ/d, the suppression is weaker, as the two packets (one moved along region 3, and the other along 4) have more overlap in region 5. We note that in Ref. 18 , an asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer was discussed in the context different from our study, to show that a voltage pulse is applied to undo the distortion of a single-particle wave packet due to a capacitive Coulomb interaction.
Finally, we crudely estimate the interaction parameter g in experiments. One has the capacitive interaction ∼ e 2 N 2 /(2C), where capacitance C ∼ d and N is the amount of electric charges in the interferometer arm.
5 By comparing this with Eq. (2), one has g/(2π) ∼ e 2 /( hv F ). Inserting typical experimental parameters 15,24 of = 12.5 0 and v F = (2 − 15) × 10 4 m/s, one estimates g/(2π) ∼ 2.3 − 17.5; 0 = 8.85 × 10 −12 C/Vm. This value falls in the range where the visibility revival occurs (see Fig. 4 ). As v F or may be modulated in experiments 25 by about factor 2, the visibility revival may be studied in experiments.
In summary, we examined the interaction effect on the coherence of a single electron wave packet of Lorentzian shape in an electronic Mach-Zehnder interferometer. In particular, we found that the visibility of the interference of the packet shows the nonmonotonic behavior as a function of interaction strength, and that in the strong interaction limit, the visibility is restored to the value of the non-interacting case. This counterintuitive result is attributed to the suppression of particle-hole excitations in the strong-interaction limit and to the fact that the packet propagates along the chiral channels. We discuss the parameter regime where one may observe the revival of the visibility in experiments.
Our study is valid and useful for the case of filling factor ν = 1, as it is based on the exactly solvable model for arbitrary intra-edge interaction strength and arbitrary transmission probability at the quantum point contacts.
On the other hand, it does not describe the case of filling factor ν = 2, where inter-edge interactions play an important role. It will be interesting to investigate a combined effect of our findings and the inter-edge interactions in the filling factor ν = 2.
In this section, we derive the expression ofρ (1) l (q, t) and δφ l (x, t) in Eq. (9) . The commutation relation between density operators leads to the following relations
dxρ l (x) and n is a positive integer. Using the relations, one finds
The integral in Eq. (A2) is rewritten in the terms ofρ l (q), the Fourier transformation ofρ l (x), as
(A3) To evaluate the summation in the above equation, we use
(m = 0). Since the total system length L is much larger than d and v F t, a summation over q is converted to an integral as q =0 →
l (x, t) = e −iqv F tρ l (q, 0) and
By inserting Eq. (A4) into Eq. (6), we find
We next derive Eqs. (7) and (9) . The equation of motion of the first order δφ (1) l (x, t) is obtained from the partial derivative of the right-hand side of Eq. (A5),
Here, sgn(x) = ±1 for x ≷ 0 and sgn(x) = 0 for x = 0. Then, one can verify that
l (x, t) = 0 otherwise. Similarly, we obtain the recursive relation as
(A6) for n ≥ 1. The trial solution of the n + 1-th order for the long time limit of
(A7) Here, we used
, and φ In this section, we derive Eq. (12) 
By putting q = k − k and Q = k + k, we obtain
Notice that the discrete unit of Q is 2∆k = 4π/L. This relation is reduced to Eq. (12), after the summation over Q is performed in the limit of L → ∞. 2π(z − z − ia)(z − X + iξ) .
One pole exists at z = z + ia in the upper plane. And another at z = X − iξ in the lower plane. By choosing the lower-plane contour including the pole at z = X −iξ, we obtain χ l (z) = phase× ξ π 1 z − X + iξ e 
